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Making the connected store a 
reality 

As the year draws to a close, one of the busiest 

times of the year begins for the retail sector and its 

many employees. For a host of product segments, 

Christmas is a major driver of revenue. Yet the 

period leading to the holidays can also throw up 

some of the biggest challenges for retail operations. 

In a quest to streamline processes and enhance the customer 

experience, brick-and-mortar retail has in recent years begun to 

embrace connectivity and the IoT. The retail sector offers broad scope 

for digital technology, with applications such as customer payment 

processes, in-store analytics, cold-chain monitoring, and improvements 

in energy consumption. But how can retailers fully capitalize on this 

potential? 

The trend towards the smart store means that retailers have to refocus 

in order to take full advantage of digital technology. Given the digital 

transformation of brick-and-mortar retail, this white paper offers some 

concrete examples of how store managers can benefit from digital 

solutions and services – and how a unified platform can turn tomorrow’s 

connected store into reality.  
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Which factors are driving the 
digitalization of retail? 

Digitalization continues to grow in relevance for 

brick-and-mortar retail and is rapidly climbing the 

agenda of many trading companies. This trend is set 

to strengthen in the future and will extend to all 

segments of retail – whether food or fashion, 

drugstores or DIY.  

In recent years, digital solutions have grown in maturity and thereby 

become increasingly attractive for the retail sector. The requisite 

hardware – such as temperature-monitoring sensors – has plummeted 

in price; and the applications themselves have become much easier to 

use. 

Yet it is not simply a technology push that is driving the shift towards the 

smart store. Brick-and-mortar retail faces a range of challenges and 

issues that can be solved by digital technology. As a result, demand is 

up. But what exactly can digital solutions offer? 

An enhanced retail experience for the customer 

The growing demand for digital solutions is also a reflection of changes 

in consumer behavior. For brick-and-mortar retailers, the lesson of the 

COVID-19 pandemic is once again that for a growing number of product 

segments the retail experience is migrating online. To compete with this 

trend, brick-and-mortar retail needs to offer its customers not only 

convenience, peace of mind, and value for money, but also a retail 

experience that is unavailable online. 

In the move towards the connected store, retailers can use digital 

solutions to further improve the customer journey and to remove 

obstacles to purchasing such as long waiting times. Technology can 

prevent customers from leaving the store before they have made their 

purchase and also create new opportunities for upselling. 

At the same time, digital technology can enable brick-and-mortar retail 

to fully capitalize on its advantages over online commerce. A good 

example of this is the personal touch in dealing with customers: the 

ongoing automation of administrative processes will free up store 

employees to concentrate on providing customers with individual sales 

support. 
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Reducing operating costs 

Alongside a desire to enhance the customer experience, a further factor 

driving digitalization in brick-and-mortar retail is a growing pressure to 

reduce costs. 

Retailers need to make efficient use of resources and identify specific 

cost drivers. Given today’s slim profit margins, store managers need to 

avoid any miscalculations or additional costs. Digital solutions can help 

retailers streamline their in-store processes as well as improve energy-

efficiency and, in the food sector, reduce waste.  

Compliance with legal requirements 

Retailers are required to faithfully comply with a host of laws and 

regulations. This applies not only to the well-known rules introduced in 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Food retailers, for example, must 

also observe strict hygiene requirements – for their own benefit and that 

of their customers. Failure to comply can negatively impact a store’s 

image and result in fines and further legal action. 

Digitalization can also assist retailers with regulatory compliance. In 

particular, it increases efficiency in areas such as cold-chain 

management, where digital solutions can help eliminate the manual 

effort required to monitor and record refrigeration temperatures. 

At the same time, the advent of digital technology means that retailers 

have to put a stronger focus on complying with data protection law. On 

the one hand, they must ensure that data is securely transmitted within 

the store from the equipment to the central endpoint – and from there to 

the cloud. On the other, retailers need to comply with data protection 

regulations and handle personal data accordingly – for example, when 

using in-store video material to analyze purchasing behavior. 

Tapping new revenue streams 

Digital technology also enables retailers to tap new streams of revenue. 

Take, for example, digital car park management. Cameras mounted at 

the entrance to the parking lot read the license plate of arriving vehicles. 

This not only gives store managers a precise picture of parking capacity 

but also enables them to let parking spaces outside of opening hours 

without the need for human supervision. 

The spread of electromobility will also create new revenue opportunities 

for retailers as it marks an ideal opportunity for retailers to install 

photovoltaic systems and generate their own power. With the help of an 

intelligent energy-management system, they will then be able to 

efficiently power their in-store equipment as well as sell any surplus to 

customers with electric vehicles.  

https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/parking-lot-monitoring/
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The connected store: where 
digital applications come     
into play 

How do digital solutions and services generate 

added value? The following use cases illustrate how 

retailers can enhance the customer experience as 

well as improve their business processes and 

thereby profit from the advantages of a connected 

store. 

Using in-store analytics to optimize the customer journey 

Retailers require detailed information on footfall and customer behavior 

in their store. This enables them to optimize customer flow from 

entrance to checkout and to identify any potential for improvement. 

Digitalization begins at the entrance to the store, where digital solutions 

can be used to count the number of customers arriving. As a result of 

COVID-19 restrictions, store managers need to know how many people 

are in their store at any one time. So why not use sensors to count the 

number of customers and thereby ensure regulatory compliance? 

But even outside of such exceptional circumstances, monitoring 

customer traffic is a valuable process for retailers, because knowing 

how many people are in the store also provides the basis for other 

applications. For example, store managers can use information about 
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https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/occupancy_management/
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customer traffic in order to reduce checkout waiting times. By opening 

new checkout counters well before long lines can form, they increase 

customer satisfaction. 

With the help of beacons or IP cameras, retailers can precisely track 

customer flow through the store. This tells them where there is a lot of 

traffic and whether customers are finding their way to special sale areas. 

Targeted analysis of customer behavior enables retailers to answer 

these and other questions. The data for this can be visualized with heat 

maps, which tell retailers which areas of the store have high customer 

traffic or not. 

Likewise, an analysis of video images can improve retailers’ 

understanding of how customers interact with the products on sale. On 

this basis, they can then improve product presentation and product 

placement as well as evaluate the impact of advertising and marketing 

measures.  

 

Detailed overview of in-
store footfall and 

customer behavior 
 

Identifying improvements 
to the customer journey 

Enhancing the retail 
experience from 

entrance to checkout 

https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/queue-management/
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Connected devices for improved efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The use of automated systems to monitor equipment can help brick-

and-mortar retailers boost efficiency in a host of areas. In particular, this 

applies to food retailers, which have a wide range of equipment such as 

refrigeration units, reverse vending machines, recycling facilities and 

shopping carts. 

A detailed overview of operating status means that employees become 

aware of problems more quickly and can even take preemptive action 

before an item of equipment fails completely. Technicians, in turn, use 

this information to identify which component is defective and thereby 

solve problems more quickly, thus reducing maintenance costs. 

Digital connectivity for equipment also eliminates time-consuming 

routines such as monitoring the temperature of perishable goods. In 

order to demonstrate HACCP compliance for cold-chain management, 

store managers need to have long-term records of (core) temperatures 

of certain foods, along with continuous remote access to this data. In 

this case, a digital solution will automatically measure the temperature 

and record these readings without the need for human input. 

At the same time, digital technology can make a key contribution to 

boosting energy efficiency. Connectivity for in-store equipment means 

that retailers can monitor energy consumption and identify any potential 

for improvement. Might, for example, the heating or air conditioning be 

used more effectively? And could store lighting be better adapted to 

daylight conditions? 

Retailers can also make profitable use of renewable energy. By 

installing their own photovoltaic systems, they can generate their own 

electricity and thereby reduce energy costs. Here, an intelligent energy-

management system helps make most-efficient use of this self-

© Unsplash / ilja Freiberg 

In practice:  
Eckelmann: modernizing 

the refrigeration business 
with the IoT  

https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/cold-chain-management/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/https:/bosch.io/de/kunden/einzelhandel/digitale-kundenzaehlung-edeka-kunert/
https://bosch.io/customers/retail/eckelmann-modernizing-the-refrigeration-business-with-the-iot/
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generated power. This means, for example, flexibly operated equipment 

such as ovens is scheduled to run at times when sufficient photovoltaic 

power is available. Likewise, surplus renewable power can be used to 

cover periods of peak consumption.   
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operation of  

in-store equipment 

Elimination of  
time-consuming  

routines 

Enhanced energy-efficiency 
and optimal use of renewable 
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Enhanced business operations with real-time data  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To get the best out of employees, retailers need to make their business 

operations as efficient as possible. Real-time data provides them with 

the knowledge required to identify where short-term and long-term 

improvements can be made and to implement suitable measures. 

For example, a detailed overview of footfall offers better management of 

resources, enabling store managers to deploy employees wherever they 

are required. Similarly, an analysis of footfall over longer periods can 

assist with drawing up the daily roster. A more accurate prediction of 

customer traffic means that employees can be allocated accordingly. 

In addition, data from connected equipment can serve to improve 

processes. For example, reverse vending machines will notify store 

employees before they are full. This reduces downtime and enhances 

customer convenience. 

Alongside improvements to in-store processes, the use of real-time data 

can also boost efficiency in logistics. Retailers need to know not only the 

location of incoming goods but also their condition. 

This is what real-time tracking enables. Load carriers equipped with the 

requisite hardware – sensors or IoT gateways – transmit tracking data to 

a cloud application, thereby providing a detailed picture of the supply 

chain to all concerned. This provides retailers with a sound planning 

basis: they know when incoming goods will arrive; should there be any 

delays, they can quickly take appropriate action. 

Sensors also generate information on other factors such as the 

temperature in the load carrier or any excess jolting and vibrations 

during transit. Retailers can therefore be sure that the quality of goods is 

© iStock/Bim 

https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/reverse-vending-machine-monitoring/
https://bosch.io/use-cases/retail/real-time-supply-chain-monitoring/
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not impaired during transport and that all regulations – including, for 

example, continuous temperature monitoring – are satisfied.  

At the incoming goods depot, IoT gateways automatically detect which 

products have arrived, assigning them the correct status and sending 

this information, via an interface, to the inventory management system. 

This not only eliminates the need for scanning but also accelerates the 

availability of goods within the system – also for online outlets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clear overview of internal 
and external processes 

 

Identifying potential for 
improvements in 

business operations  

Sound planning basis 
and effective deployment 

of store personnel 
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Seeing the store as an 
ecosystem 

Given the diversity of digital applications for brick-

and-mortar retail, there must be genuine 

interoperability before the smart store becomes a 

reality. Yet retailers currently face a heterogeneous 

mix of equipment and services.  

Many equipment manufacturers already offer digital solutions and 

services, but usually with a focus on their own hardware. Various 

service providers are also active in this market, yet often their solutions 

are only designed to solve a specific problem. 

As a result, retailers find themselves investing substantial sums in 

standalone, silo solutions that then have to be administered separately. 

In the worst case, the added value generated by these systems does 

not compensate for the extra effort required. 

Retailers therefore need to find a way of bringing order to this diversity. 

A good starting point is to see each store as an integrated ecosystem. 

Before retailers can exploit the full potential of a connected store, they 

therefore need to ensure horizontal interoperability between all the 

various solutions and services.  

But how can they achieve this? In response to this challenge, Bosch.IO 

has developed a dedicated, open platform for the retail sector. This 

features a range of pre-integrated solutions and services, thereby 

sparing retailers the inconvenience of running their own development 

projects. 
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A single service dashboard for 
the retail sector  

The Bosch.IO Retail Service Dashboard provides a 

single platform for digital solutions and services 

designed for the retail sector. It covers the entire 

retail ecosystem and enables all stakeholders to 

exploit the full potential of digital applications – 

thereby rendering silo solutions a thing of the past.  

The Retail Service Dashboard from Bosch.IO gives retailers access to a 

wide range of digital solutions that feature the hardware and software 

required to address a host of use cases. Service providers and system 

integrators use data from the equipment of different manufacturers in 

order to develop their own innovative services and solutions, which they 

can then market directly via the service catalog. This open and vendor-

agnostic approach reduces the level of complexity for both 

implementation and operation of such services. This enables retailers to 

generate maximum value from their connected store. 

 

 

 

 

Find out more about the 
Retail Service Dashboard 

from Bosch.IO 

https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/de/produkte/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
https://bosch.io/products/bosch-io-retail-service-dashboard/
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The benefits of the Bosch.IO Retail Service Dashboard:  

✓ An intuitive dashboard featuring a host of digital solutions and 

services for retail and related sectors 

✓ A comprehensive service catalog from which solutions can be directly 

booked, including various hardware options 

✓ Simple access to digital services from various providers via a single 

sign-on (SSO)  

✓ Vendor-agnostic access to harmonized data from equipment 

✓ User management, including management of roles and rights 

✓ Digital store management complete with integrated domain logic 

✓ Consolidated invoicing and payment processes across a range of 

services 

✓ GDPR-compliant storage and processing of personal data 

✓ Central contact person for support and maintenance 

✓ Also available as a white-label solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benefits for the entire retail ecosystem 

The Retail Service Dashboard from Bosch.IO generates added value for 

everyone involved in the retail sector: 

Retailers no longer have to go to the trouble of integrating different 

solutions and services, as these are all provided via a unified Retail 

Service Dashboard. They merely have to consult the wide range of use 

cases in the service catalog and then select the one they require for 

their smart store. As a result, retailers no longer need to run costly in-

house IoT projects or build their own use cases from scratch. At the 

same time, they benefit from reduced administration, as there is now a 

single access point to all systems. 

The Bosch.IO Retail Service Dashboard as a white-label solution 
 
Retail groups and centrally run trading companies also want to equip their stores with 
powerful, future-proof solutions that ensure more-efficient operations and an 
enhanced retail experience. This is what the white-label solution of the Bosch.IO 
Retail Service Dashboard delivers. Bosch.IO provides companies with a dashboard 
in their own design, which they can then use to supply their stores with selected 
services. 
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Service providers can use the Retail Service Dashboard to reach out 

to a broad range of potential customers. Bosch.IO provides the technical 

and legal framework for the platform, thereby enabling easy integration 

of solutions and services. This also makes it easier for service providers 

to access and exploit the requisite data from equipment. As a result, 

they are able to rapidly turn new use cases into concrete applications. 

Equipment manufacturers can use the Retail Service Dashboard as a 

convenient platform to provide solutions and services for their own 

products. This forms the basis for a fruitful partnership between 

manufacturers and service providers. Via standardized interfaces, 

manufacturers can provide access to the field data generated by their 

equipment. This data is then used by service providers to create digital 

solutions and services. In other words, equipment manufacturers neither 

need to invest in building up their own know-how nor run their own 

development projects. Rather, for a modest outlay, they can enable 

retailers to extract the maximum utility from their equipment. 

System integrators benefit from the diversity of solutions available on 

the platform. Working in partnership with service providers, they can 

identify precise use cases in order to devise customized solutions for 

specific retailers. 
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The Bosch.IO Retail Service 
Dashboard in practice 

The Retail Service Dashboard from Bosch.IO 

provides access to digital services from a range of 

providers via a single platform. This enables retailers 

to streamline their business operations and create 

an enhanced retail experience for their customers. 

How can they use this platform in practice? 

The Retail Service Dashboard from Bosch.IO gives store managers a 

full overview of their business processes. For example, it tells them…  

…when customer traffic in the store means they should open another 

checkout counter.  

…how many customers are in the store at any one time and which 

areas are attracting a lot of traffic.   

…when they need to increase the number of employees at service 

counters. 

…when there are not enough shopping carts available front of store 

or when the shopping cart bays are overflowing. 

…when they should send an employee to the incoming goods depot 

so that fresh deliveries find their way rapidly onto the shelves. 

…when vehicles have exceeded their allocated parking time. 

…when a case of shoplifting has been detected. 

…whether refrigeration temperatures for fresh, chilled, and frozen 

goods continuously comply with regulatory requirements. 

All resulting tasks are then automatically assigned to the relevant 

employees. In the end, this means more time to focus on customers’ 

needs.  

Are you ready to join Bosch.IO on a journey to the connected future?   

 

 

 

 

 

Contact us for a nonbinding consultation: 
     retail@bosch.io 

mailto:retail@bosch.io
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Bosch.IO GmbH combines the full set of consulting 

and implementation skills to deliver IoT and digital 

projects, focusing on the retail, energy, building, 

industry, consumer goods, agriculture, and mobility 

sectors. Bosch.IO has 900 experts on board, 

including consultants, coaches, cloud software 

developers, digital marketers, UX and business 

model designers, solution architects, and project 

managers. The interdisciplinary team works together 

at locations in Germany, Bulgaria, Spain, Japan, 

China, Singapore and the U.S. to serve customers 

around the world. Drawing on a broad base of 

industry knowledge and a deep well of software 

expertise, this Bosch company has proven its merits 

in more than 250 IoT projects. 
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